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An emphasis on the visual arts characterises this issue—sixteenth-century murals given new
life through digital technology, traditional picture-storytelling used to extend comic book
art, visual imagery in nineteenth-century Urdu magazines, and the amazing creations that
spring from children in Nagaland who have never been to formal art classes.

Many have lamented the decline of Urdu, a language that was once vital to northern Indian
intellectual life, but Yousuf Saeed reminds us that it was also a language connected to
mainstream media, industry and politics. Through his analysis of the visual imagery in
popular Urdu magazines of the past, he demonstrates how Urdu’s early print culture was
an inclusive medium for mainstream secular communication, and not restricted to Islamic
themes as it is today.

Time has dealt harshly with the ancient murals of the Venugopala Parthasarathy temple at
Chengam in Tamil Nadu. M.V. Bhaskar explains how, through his novel method of
conservation that involves photographing, scanning and digitally tracing the images, he
plans to breathe fresh life into them by using them in an animation film.

In an attempt to extend her practice as a comic-book artist, Vidyun Sabhaney has been
examining the relationship between the oral and the visual in the telling of the epics. She
and her collaborator Shohei Emura have been documenting how stories from the
Mahabharata are told in three picture-storytelling traditions—from Karnataka, West
Bengal and Rajasthan. Sabhaney’s essay brings out the evolving nature of these traditions.

Visual arts practice among the young in Nagaland has been strangely neglected, as Aditi
Chitre discovered when she worked closely with the North East Network to hold an art
workshop in Chizami in 2011. She nurtured the untapped potential of the children, none of
whom had had any formal training in the arts, when she returned in 2012 to hold a
storytelling and visual arts workshop. Through a photo-essay, Chitre walks us through the
children’s creative journey that resulted in an illustrated (as yet unpublished) book of stories.

If there is a wild card in this pack it would have to be Abhishek Hazra who takes on the
persona of one Pratyut Panna interviewing a notional author Anuprash Joshi who has
written a series of books about his unwritten books. Each book in Joshi’s FailBook project is
a detailed description of several books he has failed to write. Readers of Hazra’s piece
may be forgiven for believing they have stumbled into Borges territory. We predict that it
will also bust their guts, and therefore extend our sympathies in advance.

C.K. Meena
ckmeena@gmail.com
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Ishtihar Tasveeren:
Visual Culture of

Early Urdu
Magazines

Yousuf Saeed
All images courtesy the author

The nineteenth century witnessed a boom in commercial publishing
in Urdu, a language that was vital to northern Indian intellectual life,
a language of both courtly poetry and popular prose. Its decline
began soon after India’s independence, however, since it was no
longer taught in most schools. After 1947, as Urdu-literate
generations dwindled, Urdu’s connection with mainstream media,
industry and politics was affected. Today, most Urdu publications in
India are restricted to religious themes or to issues of the Muslim
community. Through his analysis of popular visual imagery in Urdu
magazines and journals, Yousuf Saeed demonstrates that Urdu’s
early print culture was not restricted to Islamic or Islamicate themes
and was a more inclusive medium for mainstream secular
communication.

Cover of an embroidery book Razia ki maghribi mashriqi kasheeda kaari (Razia’s
eastern-western embroidery), published by Naya Kitab Ghar, Delhi. Circa 1940s.



The Tacoma
Narrows

Conversation:
Episode 27

Abhishek Hazra

Like all good introductions, this too will begin with an
invocation, one that will channel the presence of someone
who deeply informs our practice:

Failure-Art. Non-Failure Art. Ecological Art. Kinetic Art. New
Media Art. Performance Art. Text-Based Art. Slide Show Art.
Pretentious Art. Blood Art. Dust Art. Verbose-interviews-
masquerading-as Art. Well, it doesn’t matter which art-genre
you belong to, as long as you are ashamed of it.

(The following is a short excerpt from an online radio show
called the Tacoma Narrows Conversation, in which the writer
Anuprash Joshi was interviewed by Pratyut Panna, the
show’s host.)



Dance of the 
Dying Murals

M.V. Bhaskar

The seventeenth-century murals of the Venugopala
Parthasarathy temple at Chengam in Tamil Nadu are
fighting a losing battle against time. Parts of them
are badly damaged, and M.V. Bhaskar was given an
IFA grant to photograph, scan and digitally trace
them. In this essay, Bhaskar explains how, through his
novel method of conservation, he plans to give these
ancient images new life by using them in animation
and for Kalamkari work.



Of Image and Word:
Tracing Evolutions in
Storytelling Tradition

Vidyun Sabhaney

In an attempt to extend her practice as a comic-book artist, Vidyun Sabhaney
has been studying how stories from the Mahabharata are told in three
picture-storytelling traditions: Togalu Gombeyatta in Karnataka, Patuachitra
(painting and performance) in West Bengal and the Kaavad from Rajasthan.
From 2012 through 2013, as Sabhaney and her collaborator Shohei Emura
travelled to meet practitioners of these traditions, they realised that no
tradition was monolithic, and that there were differences across villages,
artists and generations. Why do these differences exist? What are some of the
newer developments in the form? These questions shed light on the evolving
nature of traditional art practices, and helped Sabhaney in her attempt to
understand the relationship between the oral and the visual in the telling of
the epics.

A haathfiruthalibaavli puppet from the collection of the puppeteer Ramaiah.
Puppets with movable arms are now in vogue. Photograph by Vidyun Sabhaney.



Little Artists of
Chizami: 

Painting Stories, 
Sketching a Universe

Aditi Chitre

All photographs except the last by Aditi Chitre

Visual arts practice among the young in Nagaland has been strangely
neglected despite its being a region of great artistic traditions and
achievements. When Aditi Chitre worked closely with the North East Network
to hold an art workshop in Chizami in 2011, she discovered the untapped
potential of the children, none of whom had had any formal training in the
arts. An IFA grant helped her return in 2012 to hold a storytelling and visual
arts workshop for twelve children. This photo-essay traces the children’s
creative journey and the spectacular blossoming of their imagination that
resulted in an illustrated book of stories.
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To receive regular information about our activities, send an email to
contactus@indiaifa.org asking to join our mailing list.

About IFA

India Foundation for the Arts (IFA) is one of the
country’s leading independent arts funders,
championing the cause of arts philanthropy and advocating the importance of the
arts in public life. In the last decade and a half we have substantially enriched
India's cultural landscape and infused passion and professionalism into the
business of arts philanthropy. 

IFA was set up in 1993 to focus on urgent but unattended needs in specific
areas of the arts. Since we began we have committed eighteen crore rupees
(approximately three-and-a-quarter million US dollars) to projects located in almost
every corner of the country. 

Our support has gone out to independent research and teaching institutions,
cultural and development organisations, scholars and artists. Musicians and
choreographers, writers and visual artists, filmmakers and film scholars, architects
and conservationists, sociologists and art historians, craftspersons and folk
performers have been among the beneficiaries of our support. 

Today we fund cutting edge artistic practice, support initiatives to bring the
arts into the classroom, assist in institution development and infrastructure creation,
fund research in the arts, help in the preservation and transmission of valuable
cultural knowledge, and create public platforms for the dissemination and advocacy
of the arts. We also act as a source of information and expertise to those in the arts
community and beyond.    

To support our activities and in turn receive ArtConnect and other IFA material for
free, become a Friend of IFA. Visit www.indiaifa.org for more information.






